Your can do,

- what you are?
- what you know?
- what do you know is secret

Mathematics

Stick figure - you know is secret

Edit: previous
(Not in sequence)

\[ \text{out of band communication} \]

2 factors 

- Precision or accuracy
1. Remove branches
2. Prune side
3. Greening
4. Buds present

Passenger Problem
Alice always do tasks to host store

\[ S = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \left( A_i \cdot R_i \right) \]

Ack! Flush changes.
Buy password elsewhere.
\( \text{seed} = h_{\text{seed}}(s) \)

\( \text{compressed} \rightarrow h\left(h_{\text{compressed}}(s)\right) \)

\( h_{\text{compressed}}(s) \)

\( h_{\text{seed}}(s) \)

\( h_{\text{seed}}(s) \)

\( h_{\text{seed}}(s) \)
Our final version

digit #

look

right

mel

lid
best known Alice secret

per goal 

\[ f^{(t)} \text{(Alice, secret)} \]
Original Unix password storage

Password = 8 characters

= 768.0 per character

= 5656.0

Add 2 characters "SALT"

"+ "$2c5"
Push pu, Pu pu. Pu pu pu.

E_t(0)

\[ E_t(0) \]
set

Password with uppercase

prefix

Search

Access >

Password field
Are possible. Sales?

- re: sales?

- reduce sales?

Comment a discussion